Artificial grass
and dogs

enjoy perfection

Is artificial grass suitable for dogs?
If you have pets, you want to be sure artificial grass is also suitable for them. Good
news. It is now possible to have a maintenance-friendly garden that is also suitable
for every kind of pet. We can even say dogs love artificial grass!
All Royal Grass products use non-adsorbent double backing, making Royal Grass pet
friendly, by reducing potential urine smells. Even our drainage holes, created with
heated pins, are sealed and won’t soak liquid.
With Royal Grass, you will get demonstrably safe and extremely strong artificial grass
with good drainage so it is eminently suitable for pets.

100%
safe

Since the beginning of this century, Royal Grass® has
been focusing exclusively on artificial grass. The brand
has a reputation of being one of the most innovative
brands in the world. It developed, among others, the
V shape® and the revolutionary MiNT® and ReaDy®
There are, however, some things you have to consider if you have cats or dogs.

technologies; three innovations that have made a big
contribution to the growing popularity of artificial grass.

Health
Dogs, and also other pets like cats, tend to lick and sniff everything. That is
why, it is important that artificial grass is not harmful to the health of your
pets. Because artificial grass also needs to be safe for children, we have had
all our artificial grass products tested by SGS, in accordance with the strictest
European criteria. This standard is the EN71-3 standard. It guarantees none of
our products contain any harmful substances. So you can let your pets play
on our artificial grass without any worries.

outdoor
happiness

If you would like to receive the testing certificate, please do not hesitate to
contact us!

Borrowed from nature:
the patented V-shape.

The backbone
strengthens the
fibre to keep it
nicely upright.

Micro nerve technology
gives the fibre a mat,
silky colour and strongly
reduced reflection.

Excrements
Excrements on your artificial lawn do not pose a problem. Royal Grass artificial
grass will not be affected nor will it discolour. That’s our guarantee. From a hygienic point of view, Royal Grass recommends removing the excrements and cleaning the spot with a bucket of lukewarm water. If a strong smell of urine remains
on your artificial lawn, you can use any of the biodegradable cleaning products
available to remove the smell.

Playing
Royal Grass artificial grass is of the highest quality. So it is absolutely no problem
to let your pets frolic around. Dogs playing on the grass are no problem. You do,
of course, have to make sure the grass carpet is securely fixed so it cannot move
and the subsurface also needs to be strong.
If you have a dog that likes to dig in the ground, artificial grass is an excellent way
to get rid of this unwanted behaviour. Usually, dogs will stop digging because they
can no longer smell earth. Learned behaviour can sometimes be hard to unlearn.
So it is wise to keep an eye out and check if your dog is not damaging your grass
carpet.
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